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I don’t want to get a perm

Dance, oh dance –
How it all begins.
To cry, then laugh;
Turn around the world(s) spins.
History follows you,
The epic stories fall away…
Leaving only the music, and all the meaning,
Under the stars, tragically.

Epilogue:

A pair of earrings, worn before
Dark purplish droplets, dangling long
Like night sky beaded, suspended from
her ears
Reaching down towards her neck, the
basins of her collarbones…
These earrings,
Worn where?

Nights out –
“Nights out”;
New things.
A ballet performance, Swan Lake,
Left early, or, left before the end,
Droplets sparkling by her face, and
perhaps,
The second earring was lost
(Right or left? Identical, who knows.)
Along the route in the sleety snow
Driven through on bikes, and they, misty,
pulled up to the restaurant

For grappa and other delectables
Their sparkling laughter to share over
glasses at a small café,
And his failure to notice or to speak his
observation of
A missing element, an earring lost.

Why were they out, anyway?
They lived so comfortable in their closed quarters,
Among their books and folded linens,
Shared closet, tiny broken keyboard
And big bed sprawling.
She offers him one of her own cigarettes,
Machine-rolled by a silver contraption, and they light theirs.
A faint residue of hash mellows its flavor to a
Baby-sweet sweat taste.
She wears an olive green hoodie,
And her skin is dewy from the misty ride.

They bike home, flying through the cool air,
Red hair and a green sweatshirt whipping.

Enough

It’s enough that my mother wants me to come outside, and help her;
That I actually, physically take up the brush, and that I carefully
Stain the edges of the deck –
Redden their wood –
For a couple of hours.

I will bend my blonde head under the sun, under its
Beaming,
Smaller than it, than –
I will carefully wield the little brush, lapping
Around the wooden edges – their squarish but rounded
Sides, their…
…Seams…
…And evincing faint wood grains…
Rough in a few areas, over these I will
Dip and smooth,
Dip and smooth.
With the grain,
Spreading the red stain,
Under the sun.

She is out there, doing it now,
Using the brush I need to use.
She cannot be stopped, has little frizz bits of stain clinging to her hair, and I
hope
She doesn’t experience pain, hair loss or damage from it;
I hope paint thinner won’t be necessary.
She doesn’t come in; she is at work.
She doesn’t come in to ask me to take over…
She is busy.
She will perhaps complete the entire job and then take as a portion of her
reward
The satisfaction of holding it over my head that she had hardly any help
With the deck
Painting.

That’s all fine.
But perhaps, she needs me to tell her now,
“I’ll take over.”
Perhaps she needs both – both the time and the labor itself,
And the act of my saying,
“I do this for you;
You deserve it.”
I do this for you;
You deserve it.

I don’t know if she deserves it.
However I’ll quit analyzing, and do it,
For it will perhaps do us all some good.

She went outside and painted awhile
(A short while)
And got dizzy in the head.
She saw places on the white trellis her mother’d be upset with her for having reddened.
The painter, however, believed that the time for cleaning up the little trim dabbrles was later,
After the reddening had been done smoothly and fully over the virgin wood,
Turning its greyish sandy board color into a smooth red loveliness,
Like the heart of a big oaky tree,
Glowing like it’d just been split;
Or one moltening into flames sparking aloft
Into a jet sky.
The stain fixed the wood of the deck in a state of purest loveliness –
It evoked its wildness, hinted at its possible
Glorying in a pyre, yet the stain would withstand
Weather and remain

This lovely for
Awhile to come.

In time, perhaps a few years, they’d look upon the stain as wasted effort,
For it would by that time be peeling and chipping, creating upon the wood
A farcical appearance of having been
Disingenuously beautified. Its humble reality would glint through the stain
In a deprecation, the flaking remnants of the beautification would stand to contrast its truth in an
Ugly irony. What then, but to perhaps sand
Everything everything away,
To chip it away with little hand tools,
More work than ever the initial staining,
And then,
To stain it again.

Perhaps the second time around, they’d choose a color
Closer that of the natural color of the wood, so the
Dequintessence would not be quite so glaring
As the stain weathered away.
Voices in the living room,
From whence the painter has escaped to write this, are
Cheerful and bright.
Arguing and questioning.
Solving problems,
Chastising one another.
“Well, let’s wipe it up now!” “Oh shoot!” “Let’s go COME ON –”
Tones at a pitch.

Her father’s voice and laughter, they none mind it –
“It’s all over your socks! Your legs!” More from Father,
A calm indistinct growl; her brother
Heightens his voice for it
Matters he is heard,
He matters,
What he says matters.
My father grumbles indistinctly and my brother’s
Girlfriend chirps over the whole scene for
She’s not much involved, nor my mother, who has been silent through; she is
Busy at something else.

Preparing a meal we are to share, with
Father’s grumbling help. And I, glory,
I am in a quiet dark bedroom
Typing. Clean despite the staining I have done,
Sober despite the vodka in my juice of a few hours past,
Sated from a few bites and
Sane, momentarily sane,
From the pleasant text message conversation
I shared with my friend, in which we both made light of
Our inability to function and our
General lostness.

No more now the loud vibrations populating everyone’s phrases
With unintended echoes. No more now in a church, reverberating
powerfully;
They’d spoken to me in a room, this room, this room we’re in.
I get hungry by the sounds of food preparation in the kitchen.
My brother grows calmer;
He’s speaking to a friend. “The fireworks were really good actually.”
“Haha.”
Keys jingle on his belt as he heads out the door.

Father locates dishes Mother asked him to find in cupboards.
My stomach clenches and twists from the vodka and from my odd posture
over the floor,
Typing.
There is music in my heart.
My life in all its phases has
Continually taught me that I will go
Deaf, sometimes;
Blind, sometimes;
Senseless, sometimes.
I don’t know why this must be.
I think of a different mother, now.

When You Think

How many ways can we say your name?
‘Maria’, and ‘Mary’, sometimes, Christmas and before, and
Grace, when suddenly, gladly,
We dance over the kitchen floor.
At the dishes, you are “Betty” –
Wedding rings off, and beside the sink…
In the garden, you are Constance;
You are ‘Emily’ when you think.
I’m happy you are neither Barbara nor Jessica, neither
Francesca nor Peg…
When you’re beautiful, most beautiful…
Shining in onyx heels… …I can’t think your name.

Loose Change

Jingles, and can be given away.
Free and musical, not thought about.
Hidden, and found;
Forgotten, and special.
No piggy banks, no penny jars;
Just laundry and candy;
Quarters from Alaska –
Have I ever seen one?
?
If you’re jingling you can’t hide;
Can’t deny,
Can give.
Can give all you have,
And they ask for more.
It can end there, if you carry, some loose change.

“Don’t drain it”, she worries –
But there is always something more,
There is the saying, when you have given all you have,
And really, what else are words for?
A cigarette, two, a moment –
She doesn’t give her last one, and shows him;
Looks into his eyes at his furtive asking, and calms him;
They comment on the rain, the cold – “What is this July?” – and
his color is
In her inflection ~
Bridging the ground between them for a music in their banter ~ ~
The headphones on her head make this all possible;
She can slip them off her ears
In lieu of her face, which won’t open all the way.

a poem for…
You write things soft and bright like colorful cloth,
And echo after like songs we like to sing;
These words are yours,
And they can pry open such pearls,
To shine in the water,
In the light of the world

November
Autumn birds reach my ears, them that tarry in November
For me to hear.
Ties between memory and hope, threads we fondle inside our coats
Re-sewn pockets, the texture of having been mended: a letter in Braille.
Father’s devotion, silence while concentrating,
Mother’s assignment.
I wear it against indoor cold, afloat asea away alone
Fingering a knot.

Haiku-oid
Bracelet of red hearts on my lap
He points to a blue bumper sticker
(I edit again)
Rhythms, familiar…
Everything we’ve heard before…
Yet,

Alone, I needn’t apologize to anyone,
Nor explain;
It is a strange beast.
It would not
Be appropriate
To inure myself
To feeling like a monster.
Don’t accept me
The way that I am,
Please.
I look forward to

maybe would be good

Focusing on
A drip of flesh
Under my nose;
My jawline
Or my chin,
Or knees…
To be vain in a silly way,
To embrace a hunger sometime.
When my words are not borne upon hope,
They can perhaps offer it.

It feels indulgent,
And then I read others’ writing.
I’m shamed by what they suffered to offer the page,
My eyes, my mind.
Communist interrogation camps,
Brothers addicted to heroin,
Atrocities in Vietnam;
Loss.
I remember that those are his/hers, and this,
Is mine.
Their privilege, their joy;
Mine to whine like a little pussy.
I’m not unhappy, interestingly, just…
Thinking.

I found a tiny golden die today. On the sidewalk as I walked to work.
On gray darkened by last night’s rain.
A little cooler this morning,
A little heavy mist.
My punctuated gait in shoes that clatter muffled upon sidewalk. A
good morning sound.
Backpack strapped on over my chest,
Dress swaying over my walk to work.
I noticed it under flowers growing tall, big,
Leaning over the sidewalk. Earlier this summer among these flowers I
had noticed a butterfly feeding.
Take my photo it had cast in my direction, uncaring and devotedly
sucking the

Deep velvety petals of the flower, perfume a haze all around it,
Dazing and dripping,
Dipping and swooning, tipping into the adjacent bloom,
All a drunk crawl. It forgot it knew how to fly,
Flying not at all desirable just then, in the fragrance haze, its pleasure
to crawl.
I had taken its photo, at my leisure to walk closer, for it noticed me but
didn’t care.
I got bored with the die. There is more for it, for later.

Yum, yum, yum, yum
I love the taste of nicotine gum
Like a little acrid sparkle upon my tongue
Quitters never win, but man, does this gum taste
amazing…
We can do anything we want, it’s true
We just have to want it, and then we can do!

Loner

Or maybe it only seems that way,
So easy and within reach,
Just the peeling of a little packet
Mmm mm mmmm, so tasty and nicotiny…
Because I’ve inspiration, motivation, and
Friendship
From you.

From me to you,
Or maybe it’s just the gummy buzz talkin’…
<3

You’re doin’ it!

You’re doin’ it!

You’re doin’ it, doin’ it!
You cannot be stopped now!
Your tricycle ascends this hill as though gravity reversed;
You dance your dance as though daily rehearsed;
Trouble gone, hope aloft… A balloon!
Skies so brilliantly blue, and separate from you,
Inviting you up and inviting you in –
You know what to do!
I’m here by your side in support,
And glad to be!
And so proud, you see,
You’ve got me thinking,
I can do it too!!

I love you, I love you, I love you;
Here we go together, then,
Off and away and up up UP! into the beautiful, beautiful blue;
Unlimited.

O Ketchup –
Flavorer of the bland,
Coolerer of the too-hot-to-eat –
How I savor thee.
You are red,
Like the life
Whose variety you spice;
C’mere.

Ode to Ketchup

Trials*

My father is more nearsighted than I –
Too much reading in the dark, perhaps.
His powers are -4.00, both eyes,
Whereas mine are -2.75.
We both wear contacts,
Or rather, we both wore…
– I could see him in the very early
morning,
Popping the tiny bubble-blue discs into his
eyes.
It took me a very long time at first,
In the sixth or seventh grade,
Trying again and again,
Not to blink my lashes over the
Incoming object, my own
Purposeful, hopeful
Finger.

Daddy died when I was eighteen.
His brother, mon oncle,
Is so deeply flawed, he can barely see;
The lenses in his glasses are like the
bottom of a bottle,
And his eyes don’t even seem to be looking
at you
When he is.
His wife is very ugly, but has a smooth,
Soothing kind of voice,
And soft hair,
And she seems not even to have teeth;
I don’t know.

In the months or year after, I ran out of
contacts
But I didn’t ask my mother for more
(She can get trial pairs at her work…)
Instead I went into my father’s cupboard,
Below his sink, and picked through plastic
bags of stuff;
Soaps from hotels; fresh toothbrushes;
Red plastic hairbrushes, orange plastic
prescription bottles;
Nail clippers and little curative pads for
warts on the skin,
Stuck onto a white cardboard like those
tiny dots candies
Kids can play at taking pills with…
I found a store of contact lenses,
The powers -4.00,

And took them all.
My father was wearing glasses now, only
glasses,
And lived in a rehabilitation center (for the
time being),
And would never drive again,
Except to help my mother parallel park.
I saw with extravagant acuity for the next
year or so.
Though,
When I left home, I didn’t take very good
care of my eyes;
I slept in my contacts on trains,
Or when I was too tired at the end of the
night beside my friend;
And in the morning bathroom mirror,
Quite tarnished and with only a small open
surface in the center,

I’d wheel my eye – remove the clinging
disc –
To relieve it from the irritated red
surrounding my watery blue.
In it goes back again after a rinse in
solution,
Because I look better without my glasses
on.
Somehow my eyes have not worsened, nor
improved, in years,
Though reading and writing and lots of
computer work have followed.
I’m still -2.75, both eyes,
With a slight astigmatism that seems to
come and go.

I used to like the colored contacts, early in my
days of wearing contacts,
And took some photos of my eyes an electric blue,
A forest green.
They were beautiful and fake;
I think my daddy thought that they were fun,
That they looked cool on me,
When I was in the seventh grade.
Glasses show when they are dirty or scratched;
Contacts irritate only the wearer.
You get to be beautiful, free, and irritated
sometimes.

If my father had read less…
If my father had been less vain…
He was resplendent, though.
He’s behind glasses now.

* The author won’t answer any questions about
this poem.

Which is harder?

Which is harder?
But they are the same.
You, a gull…
And I,
A Goose?
Who’s perturbed. Who scavenging.
Flies more,
Flies farther.
In the equality of December, my favorite kind,
When you say goodbye and we end up walking the same way.
Path shared. Bump. Worth it.
You hurt me when you’re trying, but,
Help yourself.

Life greater than longing,
Love greater than nostalgia, desire,
Art more magnificent than mysticism.
Releasing only to find the need new again, anew again.
We don’t always want to make sense,
We don’t always.
We always want,
We always want to.
In between…
What do you want to do today?

Daddy called me ‘Star’ –
I learned why,
Light years later.
:P

Green Leaves and Blue Birds

Green Leaves and
Blue Birds;
Leaves Brown and
Birds Leave.
Leaves Gone and
New “Birds”:
Songs There Always but could
Not Be Heard.
Birds Come when
Leaves Grow;
It’s hard to follow;
It’s hard I know.
I say,
Nothing new
This stuff I know

From living in Chicago.
Two kinds of light
Shine over Ashland and Morse:
A cycling stopper
And a blinking beacon.

Coming Home

I punch the code into the digital front door
lock; Dad always did things his own slightlyodd way like that. Everybody else who uses
code entry uses it to get into their garage, but
not my dad – Dad put it on the front door. I
don’t remember the significance of the four
chosen digits. His and Mom’s first-date
anniversary? Einstein’s birthday? It could be
either, or both. Or was it Galileo’s?
The house admits me so long as I remember
the code, and somehow my fingers do, even
though my brain forgets the significance and
the digits themselves. The dog starts freaking
out even before I’ve swung open the door.
“NIKKI!!!!!” I crouch down to let her electric
wiggling body fall all over my knees. I almost
start to cry because for some reason I
thought she might not remember me, but
she’s manically licking my hand.

I smooth down her silky off-black ears in
repetitive motions. Kneeling in the foyer, I
glimpse the transformed family room beyond.
It’s been repainted and furnished with several
new chairs, area rugs – shades of tan and
blue everywhere, a muted, faintly aquamarine
blue, beige, and a little gray here and there.
I’m home, but it doesn’t feel like it.
My mom walks into the front hall and
towards me. She wears an old blue sweater
softened by years of delicate cycles. The
sight floods me with a feeling of grace.
“Hi Mom!” I cry into the echoing hall. I tuck
my face in at her shoulder and press her back
with both hands, hard, but the other half of
this hug feels limp and very casual. We
release one another and stand awkwardly in
the hall a moment.

I promptly begin to gush over the redecoration. “It’s
like out of a catalog! Really modern, and tasteful,” I
say.
“Thanks,” she says.
“Did you have fun picking all the new stuff out?”
“Yeah,” she says, shrugging her shoulders. “How was
the train?”
“Long. I haven’t really slept in days. I am so tired.” She
moves into the kitchen as I linger in the family room. A
big fawn couch that hadn’t been there before bears the
imprint of my father’s body. Mom removes some
papers from the kitchen table and sits down with them
in a new armchair; begins sifting through them,
treating each article to lengthy attention.
She can spend hours going through a single stack of

mail. I’m halfway to the kitchen and my little brother
Alexander rushes forward.
“Hi, Rachy!” He catches me in a great big hug. His
broad body engulfs my slight one in a reversal of our
childhood. We were about even by my sophomore or
junior year of high school; thereafter he took over. Now
I’m 21.
“What have you been up to?” I ask, parking myself at
the kitchen counter. He opens the fridge to scan it.
“Close that fridge!” my mother pipes from the living
room. He holds it slightly less ajar while pouring KoolAid into a green plastic cup and closes the fridge.
Takes a big cold gulp. “Not much. Got finals in a
couple weeks, and then I start working full-time at this
financial office.”

“Hey! That’s pretty great – finance – I mean that’s what
you’re into!” I say with weird brightness, my genuine
excitement filtering through so much, layers of
exhaustion and emotion.
“Yeah, but I don’t really do too much with financial
stuff. It’s just getting paperwork ready, basically, right
now. I did it over Spring Break.”
I slowly drink a glass of water, licking my dry lips
between sips.
“You look tired,” he says.
“Yeah, it’s pretty tough to sleep for very long on that
train.” I’m hungry, that tired-hungry feeling of just
wanting to eat something and go to sleep. I open
cupboards, searching around, checking expiration
dates.

“I got lots of yogurt,” Mom calls from her armchair in
the ocean of papers.
“Thanks, but I’m pretty sure I’m lactose-intolerant.” I
don’t like to say things for effect among my family
anymore because the effect is typically bad, but I’m too
tired and hungry to explain further just then, so effects
follow.
“What? That’s crazy!”
I find a box of oatmeal. Expired six months.
“Ugh. Okay…” I Check the Raisin Bran. June 2010. Got
a good year left. I pour a bowl, take a bite, and address
the effects.
“I couldn’t do dairy the whole time I was out there. My
stomach would always get cramped up like crazy so I
just stopped.”

“You drank milk your whole life. How are you all of a
sudden lactose-intolerant?” my mother calls from the
sunroom, where she’s getting another stack of papers.
“I don’t know. It develops in some people when they
get older.”
“So what did you put in your cereal?” Alexander asks.
“Hot water.”
“That’s weird,” he says. He gulps from his cup and
sighs audibly after swallowing. I love him for not caring
too much.
“It makes it like oatmeal.”
“And we know how much you love oatmeal,” Mom
calls.

“Ugh.” Alexander scrunches his face into a caricature
of mock-disgust, complete with a shudder. I take a big
bite. It’s delicious. Hot mush sweetened by juicy raisins
that plump with the hot water.
I’m starting to feel fed and sleepy. I relish the feeling of
hungry exhaustion that brings me to this singular,
sleepy satiation; I relish feeling one slip into the other.
These have always followed closely in my well-cared-for
life.
My brother takes my silent contemplation of my Raisin
Bran bowl as an opportunity to launch into an
encomium lauding some new development at Apple
Computers, which is for him a joy to deliver and so I
thankfully don’t have to manufacture attention for it.
“Uh-huh,” I say.
“I know I’m rambling,” he says. “Are you pretty tired?”
His blue eyes peek out of small, impish windows in his
ruddy face.

“Yeah,” I drawl through my last mouthful of mush. “I
think I’m gonna go up to bed. Where’s Dad? I want to
say hi to him before I crash out.”
“He’s up in bed,” Mom answers. “Tell him to come
down and take his pills.”
I leave my bowl in the sink and head from the kitchen
to begin up the stairs.
“Oh, Rachy –” Alexander says, hurrying behind me,
empty hands outspread. “Um, I’m in your old room
now. You’re in my old room. We switched it after the
fire. I know I probably should have asked you, but…”
“It’s fine, I don’t care,” I say. “That room gets so cold
in the winter, enjoy it.” I pat him on the back and
ascend the staircase, turning the wrong way at the top
and shattering memory as I open the door to my little
brother’s old room.

The sight of its sky-blue walls I had only just
transferred into my memory bank. Its now-paleyellow walls lend the room a hazy, weakly sunny,
bright cast, at least in my stupor.
Ridges and short surfaces constituted this room
when Alexander inhabited it. On ledges of his
nightstand and dresser Star Wars action figures
had paraded and lightsaber-battled. The
Millennium Falcon rested safely from Imperial
enemies in the cavern under his bed abutting its
built-in drawers containing folded sweaters and
corduroy pants. A racecar bedspread had covered
his sheets with three stuffed animals atop it at the
pillow. I gave him all three of his favorite stuffed
animals: a black cat named Coal (my birthday
present to him years ago, when we both briefly
worshiped witches in the wake of the first Harry
Potter book’s debut), a prairie dog named Donut,
which I had bought for Alexander on a school
outing at the Field Museum – I told him to name
it. “Why Donut?” we asked. He didn’t know, but I

invented the rationale. The last was a bright red
cardinal, probably the last stuffed animal he ever
received as a child.
I couldn’t at first remember the cardinal’s name.
Something like ‘Jambit’, I thought. But it was
Nougat. We didn’t understand his rationale for
naming the cardinal ‘Nougat’, but didn’t question
it.
It is strange to come to this room for my rest. I
missed my old room, which was larger, usually
cool, and boasted beautiful, wide windows raised
from a seat and overlooking the front yard, the
neighborhood street, and the blossoming tree
directly underneath in which birds often nested.
I unload my big pack and undo its bungee cords
that hold the colorful blanket I had crocheted
while in Oregon. I spread it over the bed. It’s the
only color in an otherwise soporifically-pastel

room. A small purse containing my notepads and
cigarettes I shove deep under the bed.
Raisin Bran and recollection leaden my feet so I
cross the long hall to the master bedroom before I
pass out. The closed wooden double doors form a
portal. I turn the right knob and gently open the
door. The room is filled with whitish light.
I don’t know how Dad can be sleeping, and
indeed he isn’t, really. His eyes readily open at my
entrance, staring oddly straight upwards as
though he’d neither been alarmed nor awakened.
“Hey, Dad,” I say.
“Hey Rachel! How are you?” He knew I had been
gone for some time but he didn’t really know
where.

“Mom wants you to go downstairs and take your
pills.”
“Oh, okay,” he says softly, acquiescently. “I will
in a minute.”
“You go down there now or you’ll never get up for
the day. They help you to be more alert.”
“I will. Gimme about fifteen more minutes.”
Already exasperated, I turn without another word
and leave his door open behind me. Beauteous
white light reaches in bars from the master
bedroom’s skylights into the hall.
Back in my new room, my mother is sitting on my
bed.
“I’m gonna get some sleep, Mom.”

“Okay, I just wanna read you something. When I
read it the first time, I started crying.”
It’s Goldie Hawn’s autobiography: a chapter on
mothers and daughters. I listen, but don’t
remember any of the matter. I just remember that
it was touching to both of us. We both probably
hoped it made the other feel guilty. My mother
wanted me to feel guilty for failing to understand
how difficult it is for a parent to let go. She
wanted me to understand how much the motherdaughter bond means to a mother.
I wanted her to feel guilty for not letting go. And
for being unswerving in her vision of my future
rather than accepting the path I was seeking. And
for wishing so many things for me, my happiness
accessory.
I choose a deep, hopefully dreamless sleep. (But
doubt I’ll get away that easy. I’ll likely dream my

mother a Gorgon, discovering my cigarettes.) I
turn my phone off, make it totally silent,
inactivate all alarms. I lower the windowshade,
creating a dim world ready for my repose, and
lock the door.
Alexander’s and my ages no longer mattered. I no
longer felt like his big sister. There was nothing
bigger about me now. His voice was much deeper
than mine. I didn’t feel I had any authority, either.
I felt like the only kid in our family to have
successfully run away and been stupid enough to
come back home. I felt younger than my little
brother… more lost… and yet, happier and more
hopeful.
The huge two-story windows in our house are stupid, I
thought, as I drifted off to sleep. That grand hall.
That cavernous high ceiling over the family room. All those open
spaces. Those tall, south-facing windows. They make the house
blinding with solar brilliance in summer, and a frigid, blue-

paned, depressive den in winter.

Waterloo

Just like
Last year we burned a
Mattress we just wanted to
Have a bonfire we
Painted our faces with the ashes I put a
Big handprint on my chest

Dialogue

“Cookies are good.”
“Pretty much.”
“Why are they good?”
“Because they have butter and sugar and spices.”
“And butter and sugar and spices are good.”
“Yep.”
“And they are in cookies.”
“Yep.”
“How do they get in there?”
“Someone puts them in there.”
“So cookies are good because someone puts good stuff in them?”
“Yep.”
“Does the someone have to be good?”
“No, but they usually are, if they’re making cookies.”

“Do they have to be good at making cookies?”
“Yep, or else they’ll make bad cookies, which are worse than just no cookies.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. If someone gives you shitty cookies, you just wish they hadn’t given you anything at all. UNLESS
they’re a fucking amazing person.”
“Wouldn’t a fucking amazing person be good at making cookies?”
“Not necessarily.”

“How do butter and sugar and spices get good?”
“They just are.”
“Yeah?”
“Yes, they’re just naturally so.”
“Is there any bad butter?”
“If it’s been left out too long.”
“Bad sugar?”
“If bad shit get into it. You know, ants, whatever.”
“Spices?”
“I guess someone could use the wrong ones in cookies. Not the spices’ fault tho.
“There’s bad butter if the milk is all weird – genetically-modified and hormone and shit. Sugar too, etc.
etc. Just buy the natural shit. Worth it.”

“So cookies… But cookies are more than just the stuff.”
“Yeah someone has to make them; use their hands and brain.”
“And cookies… baking… it doesn’t wreck any of the stuff ? The butter, the sugar
– ?”
“Not if you do it right. If you do it right – heat and timing and amounts and shit – it just brings
everything together real nice… real warm and golden.”
“The person has to get good stuff, take care of it, and do it right.”
“Or be fucking amazing enough to give people shit cookies and have it be okay.”
“Or do nothing wrong, do nothing at all, and no cookies or fails.”
“Who said that?”

Chiriquí

We passed a hut veiled by dark forest, barely
visible among stands of trees, stopped near
Cerro Redondo and I hopped out of the car
while Ben grabbed a Red Bull from a tiny
bodega: just a glass-topped counter scarcely
larger than a twenty-gallon aquarium, with
sufficient room before it to shuffle a piece of
cardboard over red-and-white dusty tiles, and a
rack of candy. I ducked into the adjoining
restaurant. Sweating porcelain coated the walls in
pillowing squares. My sneakers slipped over the
grimy floor to the bathroom. The waitstaff and
proprietor did just that – waited for a customer –
but didn’t begrudge me the use of their baño, and
we left.
Then we were back into the SUV’s ensconcing
grey leather – open windows – to trace our jet
tires down the Pan-American blasting Fleetwood
Mac’s Rumours in its entirety.

“If there were a palette for the Panamanian
hillside houses, it’d have just two colors: mint
green and coral red. See the rooftops and
buildings. Gates. Doorways. Shutters,” said
Emily sitting passenger, gesturing out the
window through the stream of her golden hair.
She and Ben traded ideas until the heat lulled her
into a nap and silence carried by my wakefulness
in the backseat built a tempo like a small,
occasional bump under the whirr of the smooth
road. Grass wet from a recent rain grew lush and
brilliant all beside the highway. A tot wandered in
the dirt near his mother’s nuguas on display from
the rafters of her tarp-roofed shack. Three
centuries’ custom swayed lightly in the breeze
dully roaring the tarp of blue polyethylene
secured over the dresses bright as the flowering
trees embroidering the countryside, and with
diamonds in their patterns, pyramids in their
patterns. Saw-toothed edges that conjured the
mountains of the landscape. It was all right there
– brown palms, open, warmed by the sun, had

made them.

Ain’t
As a laugh or as weeping;
As a soft cry, or numb revelation.
We’re all quite sick.
Presumptuous I claim
My bald thoughts.
What courses through me, then,
This moment?
A lost page?
A lost page.
Artist, the occupation:
To leak onto a page.

(ass  part  a  me )

Aspartame

Like Grandma used in the diners, in coffee,
Over our eggs, scent of her cigarettes
The ketchup and pepper
Sweet’N low
& Equal
We might get the cancer, but not the diabetes
We’re either fighting or living
Sick or well, not some daily hell of always less than you want
Always a little phony in our sentiment
So we think it sickly sweet
Strawberries and blueberries: both a little tart
But if you wait until they’re ripe…

True, loyal
And bright too
Hot pink…

All the music, all the stars
And we’re both bathed in the light of that sunset
Walked-down and driven
So we can feel all we show

Granulated saccharin
Trick the body
Like latex
Just my love letter to you…
A little thinner, a little more air, a little something there
Between us, mocking the space
Rosy pink
And pale blue

Dear George,
I’m writing you a bona fide letter now despite the fact that 1) I
woke up this morning without the use of alarms and
discovered A) candles that were extremely low when I lit them yesterday
evening are somehow still burning. I was certain they would burn out, yet so
many hours upon the windowsill have they blazed, and still they do. It’s a
Jewish miracle at this point so I won’t blow them out for as long as I stay home
this morning, and B) a bunch of late-night texts from you. Well, three.
Citing meanness of your mom and sister and the way your devotion to them
taxes you. And 2) I don’t know any address I could send these
(I already anticipate writing you several letters). I wish post
would deliver to your car. “BTMN 1, Flying Down The
Highway, Anywhere USA”, and just a truck chasing you
down.
I’ve meant to write so many letters to so many people for
such a long time. Friends, Marilyn in Oregon, family… I
really do owe Eric a letter (poor fellow I deflowered and

A Letter to my Friend

dumped via text). The mood so rarely strikes now. I’m not
sure what kind of mood the letter-writing mood is. I think
it’s to do with change. I don’t currently feel excitement,
hope, nor pride, nor amusement; I feel quite blank, like these
sheets of paper were before I began, and I didn’t pleasure
greatly in their blankness either. As I said, blank, hollow; my
own echo, shambling over paper towards one I love and trust
(you) with these transparent, pointless words.
What do I hope today?
What do you hope today?
I hope for a little motivation to search for more jobs online –
things I would do well, that would keep me afloat, to not
have to move to my parents’…
The candles on the sill still burn, burn, burn.
*

You really put up with so much all the time. Handle so
much, behave so much more maturely with others and
indulgently when confronted with foible, Mr. Professional
Big Brother. I note it even in your behavior towards myself,
this here little lady uncomfortable in the extreme with
putting-upon others, but look – I write you this letter full of
earnest whines, conveying nothing for your grasping (I
promise, in a better letter I could conjure for you a carousel and you choose a
shiny animal, hold fast to its rippling mane while invisible centripetals treat
you two to a ride, though forgive my attention Robin Hood-ed from physics
classes and lavished upon English ones, which is responsible for this so-pretty,
likely inaccurate, metaphor, a decade in the making). But this present,
primarily quiet, ungenerous letter-offering is like other
messages I have sent you and times I have shared with you.
Forever now, it seems, I have had so very much to whine
about to you. I am a blankness, self-absorbed. Would that I
were black, which, though dark, is all colors at once. You
could extract a color from me, yours to keep.

Well, wish me well… wish me luck, please. I wish you joy
because I think your grand soul will take care of the rest as
needed. Please be joyful – find your pleasure, in any form,
take it deservingly. Discover things as you endlessly do in
your practiced way of transforming them to manifest beauty
when they are in your hands. Find things that feel soft and
gentle to you. It seems to me that you have had a lot of cold,
hard things in hand for a very long time, and it’s roughened
your hands but that doesn’t consign you to more of the
same. The world would be done a sight of good to see your
hands receiving something soft and gentle and beautiful. I
hope for that excessively vague vision.

Love,
Ducky

TheVirgin Atheist
Candles all ‘round the bath…
The heat,
The dark, the
Scent of lavender –
Like a dream, like a dream…
Scars on my knees
From the bathtub
Marking the difference
Between the human and the divine. Grateful to have not conceived.
I wonder if he now has faith
(Though only I came in the bath,
And he when we moved to the bath mat)
Or if I just need it
Because I wonder such things.
Over a towel,
Blood,
Disregarded.

You’d like a full-body jumpsuit, carwash-uniform-style
(But fitted)
And you’d like to call your friend’n talk about Lake Shore Drive
And you were happy to have remembered whose those lyrics are
(Mark Kozelek’s)
And you only ever buy mirrors,
To make yourself shiny
(“And I kissed my sweet Elaine…”)
And you wanna get some Emergen-C
And local honey,
Fizzy,
And you’ll use “cash-and-carry”
And you figured out that thing’s title
(Multnomah County Dairy)
And you lie on the living room floor, in the interest of grammar,
Chummin’ the house centipedes

Various

THE END

